ENERGY SOLUTIONS

The power of the Wind
How Geospatial technologies can support the planning and
operation of power wind farms
Energy has become a top priority for EU policy makers. Until
now, a reliable energy supply has been taken for granted in
modern society, but the availability of this supply is currently
no more certain. Among the main reasons of this uncertainty
there are the growing demand for energy by the developed
countries and, in the meantime, the continued decline in the
availability of conventional resources (fossil fuel) whose prices are continuously increasing.
A large contribution to power generation is theoretically available from wind energy. Wind is an abundant resource almost
everywhere present and one of its advantages is the fact that
the cost of electricity from the wind is fixed once the wind
farm has been built. It is one of the fastest growing energy
sources. Since 2000, around one third of all installed electricity generating capacity in the EU has been wind power and
this will surely go on during the next decade.
Actually the major part of wind energy comes from on-shore
plants, since off-shore ones are not yet very common. This is
owed to a certain difficulty in realizing off-shore plants, communications and transmissions systems to the ground. This is
the reason why wind energy from off-shore contributes only a
very small share to Europe's total wind energy generation.
This is expected to change in the coming decades, in a perspective of a further growth of wind energy production, since
wind conditions are more preferable off-shore and many wellplaced on-shore sites will be already in use.
Onshore wind energy is a near-mature technology. The main
technological development in recent years has been a trend
towards ever larger wind turbines. But there are still important problems to be addressed, such as load management,
grid integration and better storage capacities.
In both cases (on-shore and off-shore) the identification of
the optimal site, through the preliminary analysis of local
wind regimes, represents a very crucial aspect.

The lack of wind data on sites of interest is certainly the main
problem. Moreover, solutions that provide for the installation
of measuring instruments for limited periods of time, in order
to determine the producibility of the site, are more and more
frequently unproductive because statistically not representative of the wind regimes of the site. At the same time the
spatial interpolation of wind data collected from monitoring
stations at sites close to the one of interest is inefficient,
especially in sites with very complex orography.
Wind interpolation techniques are not very suitable even on
sea areas which, while not having the problem of orography,
are characterized by a cover of wind data even much more
sparse. Regarding this issue, recent studies have shown that
SAR (Synthetic Aperture System) techniques can give an important contribution to the determination of wind fields over
marine areas at the time of acquisition of the satellite.
SAR applications can be of great help also in determining the
optimal site for on-shore plants, which are often located in
mountainous areas, in areas at risk of landslide or subsidence,
by evaluating the stability of the site carried out by the technique of PS (Persistent scatterers).
During the phase of analysis of wind regimes of the sites of
interest, great advantages derive from the use of full-physics
meteorological models, instead of single variable spatial in-

terpolation techniques, working at very high resolution. These models work on a three dimensional domain and, if appropriately configured on the area of interest, they are able
to calculate wind values at various heights from the ground
taking correctly into account subgrid-scale atmospheric processes (such as turbulent phenomena and flow over very
steep obstacles).

PRECISO® WIND
Preciso® wind services can be summarized as follows:
Assessment of site condition

•

Preliminary study to define a synoptic view of the areas
that are more suitable for installation of wind farms. This
study will include information from various sources about
orography, geomorphology, land use, identification of potential ground instability (performed using SAR data processed with the Persistent Scatterers technique), SAR analysis of sea waves integrated with the available buoy data.
Moreover the service can include verification of absence of
administrative constrains on the target area.

Assessment of site producibility

Full-physics meteorological models are of fundamental importance even during the operational phase of a wind farm
both for the aspects related to the maintenance schedules
and for what concerns the prediction in the short term of
the wind energy of the site and the subsequent insertion
into the power network. Going beyond the need strictly related to wind energy power forecasting in the short term,
wind predictability is considered moreover as a system design parameter linked to the resource assessment phase,
where the aim is to take optimal decisions for the installation of a new wind farm.
On these subjects Planetek offers a wide range of services
covering different phases of the realization, development
and operation of a wind farm.
Such services can be used do validate the target site and the
return of the investment before actually deploying the wind
farm, and can be used to estimate the short term production
or plan the maintenance activities.
All these needs can be well satified by Preciso® wind, a service jointly designed and provided by Planetek Italia Srl,
Ekolab Energia Srl and GAP Srl.
Find more details on www.planetek.it/preciso_wind

•

Statistical study of the past meteorological conditions with
particular reference to extreme conditions (severe weather
events, lightning, extreme precipitation, snow, extreme
temperatures…) which represent an important information
for the user to the choice of the site.

•

Preliminary study over different sites in a selected area
through the use of full-physics meteorological and sea
state models for reconstructing wind regimes over a statistically significative period of time. High-resolution diagnostic models are used. These information, integrated with
the selected generator characteristics lead to a precise
estimation of energy production, and the calculation of the
returns of the investment.

Production of enriched forecast
Daily service of hourly (or half – hourly) wind forecast with a very
high resolution (1km to 100m) performed by the use of full-physics
meteorological prognostic models. These models are properly configured and validated on the site of interest.

•

Daily service of hourly (or half – hourly) atmospheric fields
(up to 72h) characterizing the predicted meteorological
conditions of the site.

•

Daily service of hourly sea state forecast (up to 72h) with a
very high resolution performed by the use of a chain modelling composed of full-physics meteorological and sea
state prognostic models. This chain gives the user a complete and integrated vision of atmosphere and sea conditions.

These services will give a powerful tool to the user to take decisions about daily operational activities of the park regarding both
the evaluation of the production of the wind power plant and the
maintenance operations to be carried out.
Services can be, as usual, customized to seamlessly integrate the
results into customer systems, or even include the direct delivery
of production forecasts to energy authorities, giving a real contribute to help keeping greener our small planet.
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